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What do the Mayan prophecies, the Aztec Calendar Stone, the symbols on AmericaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

Great Seal and the U.S. Capitol Building all have in common? Will the first Antichrist rise again? Will

ancient Babylon once again become a prominent player in the Last Days? Will America be the

catalyst through which both return? Why do the actions of our presidents, the iconography on the

back of the U.S. one dollar bill, and the monuments of Washington, DC all seem to indicate that it

will be? Find out in this updated and expanded edition of Babylon Rising: And The First Shall Be

Last.
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Loved this book. Its a good and easy read. Rob has really done a lot of research and you can tell.

Obviously the subject matter isn't widely accepted in mainstream Christians circles, but neither is

celebrating the Passover in place of Easter. Rob has just taken the Word of God for what it says,

researched it and came to a conclusion that would appear to be supported by several "extra Biblical,

Biblically endorsed texts". Thanks.

I'm pretty deep into this type of stuff (and it is deep stuff for sure), so I always like new research into

the subject matter. Rob does a good job of pulling everything together and presenting in clear

understandable manner, though I might have slight differences with some of his conclusions. But for

the most part, I think he is pretty on track. It's hard to get people to think outside the box and it takes



books like this to jolt people out their sheltered, over simplified beliefs.

Haven't finished it yet, but so far it's an amazing book. I discovered Rob Skiba on YouTube, and

found his videos intelligent and thought provoking. I'm glad I ordered the book. In this age of instant

gratification & zero attention spans, it's good to be able to read his words, then pause and maybe

read them again. Or even as he suggests, go research yourself & then pick it up again. This is one

of those books that if you decide to read a "few pages" before bed, you might be late for work

tomorrow.

It was very difficult to realize the truth of the founding fathers of America. It was the pilgrims that

praised and thank the Lord. Not the founding fathers who served a different god and worshipped the

beast. Dedicating the capital buildings to foreign gods who are not the God of the bible. I will say the

book does explain clearly why America is falling into anarchy and destruction. She is the whore of

Babylon. And she must be destroyed to set up the demonic one world government. It's truly sad to

realize the millions who will die for a system that only lasts 7 years and ends in destruction itself. I

am proud to say I follow Jesus and look forward to His rule in the kingdom of God on earth.

Rob skiba in my opinion has nailed it ive been following him on youtube for a couple months from

his testing the globe to quest 4 truth and i must say when i found out for myself the the earth was

flat and we are the center of gods universe and he is sitting on his throne above us the holy spirit hit

me like a baseball bat to the face and ive been praising and thanking god everyday since p.s.

thanks rob

I knew Washington was dishonest until I reads this I could not really understany why!Now I believe

we were evil at the roots of our founding fathers. How could the founders have allowed this???They

did not have this book!Proverbs 25:2It is the glory of God to conceal a thing: but the honor of kings

is to search out a matter.Even if you do not agree with everything Rob Skibs says. You still need to

read this book!

I liked this book. I will not say I agree with everything, but I liked the book. For those not familiar with

the Nephilim, this is a good book. For those who know some, this is also a good book to read. He

does use some of the Apocrypa books, but they fill in the blanks of Genesis 6. The thing I really

liked though was that he noted what was his and the sources he used or was quoting, so the reader



knows where and what he is talking about come from. It is one of the better books out there.

Something's happening .. "You can feel it .. like a splinter in your mind." Some of the ideas are

far-reaching but the author makes some great points that he can back up through biblical and

secular literature. Read it with an open mind and even the things he mentions that will seem to defy

the physical laws that we know of will seem plausible.
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